Kaleidoscope modes in large aperture Porro prism resonators
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Abstract: We apply a new method of modeling Porro prism resonators, using the concept of rotating loss screens, to study stable and unstable Porro prism resonator. We show that the previously observed petal–like modal output is in fact only the lowest order mode, and reveal that a variety of kaleidoscope beam modes will be produced by these resonators when the intra–cavity apertures are sufficiently large to allow higher order modes to oscillate. We also show that only stable resonators will produce these modes.
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1. Introduction
Porro prisms have the useful property that all rays incident on the prism are reflected back parallel to the initial propagation direction, independent of the angle of incidence, thus making them insensitive to misalignment. This property is used in a Porro prism resonator, in which the end mirrors of a simple flat–flat resonator have been replaced by Porro prisms. Such resonators have been exploited for their ruggedness, and found use in applications where a laser beam is required at a large distance from the source, and where the source is not a stable platform; for example, range finding and laser designators, mostly for the military [1–4]. Comprehensive models of these resonators exist [2,3,5], and have considered gain and output coupling loss, polarization, stability and temporal behavior, but despite the ubiquitous nature
of these lasers in the field, for a long time the output spatial modes from such lasers were not fully understood. Recently a new approach to modeling Porro prism resonators has been outlined, making use of rotating loss screens to mimic intracavity Porro prisms, which correctly predicts all the salient features of the observed petal–like spatial modal patterns [6].

In this paper we apply the model in [6] to stable and unstable Porro prism resonators with large intracavity apertures. In section (2) we briefly review the conditions under which petal–like modes are found. In section (3) we consider large aperture stable resonators, and show that higher order modes exist and can be made to resonate if the intracavity apertures are sufficiently large. Further we make use of non–planar, unidirectional resonance analysis [7–9] to understand the oscillating modes supported in these resonators (section (4)). These higher order modes bear close resemblance to recently reported kaleidoscope modes [10,11]. In [10] the kaleidoscope modes were generated external to a laser cavity using a loss screen with remarkable similarity to that found inside stable Porro prism resonators. These similarities and the implications thereof are discussed in section (5). This leads to the conclusion, in section (6), that the petal–like modes hitherto reported are in fact only the lowest order modes, while higher order kaleidoscope modes are possible given sufficient transverse spatial extent to oscillate.

2. Porro prism resonator model

We followed the approach to modeling Porro prism resonators detailed in [6], but briefly review the salient facts here to enhance clarity and readability of the paper. To build a physical optics model of a typical Porro prism resonator (see Fig. 1), the prisms are modeled as mirrors with rotating loss screens.

This leads to a discrete set of Porro angles – the angle between the apexes of the opposite prisms when the prisms are viewed along the resonator length (direction of blue arrow in Fig. 1) – that allow the rotating loss screens to repeat on themselves, a necessary condition to generate the petal–like modes. At these discrete angles, $\alpha$ the oscillating field is sub–divided into a finite number ($N$) of petals, given by:

$$N = \frac{j2\pi}{\alpha}$$

where
and $i$, $j$, and $m$ are integers, with certain constraints placed on $j$ [6]. The combination of allowed Porro angles and associated number of petals is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) together with examples of the petal–like modes (Fig. 2(b)) commonly observed from Porro resonators.

The Porro prism resonator investigated in this study was based on the system shown in Fig. 1, with an optical path length from prism to prism of $L = 10$ cm, and lasing at $\lambda = 1064$ nm. Two Porro prisms at either end of the laser formed the resonator, replacing traditional mirrors. The stability of the resonators was determined by the two identical intra–cavity lenses (of focal length $f$) each placed adjacent to a prism. The resonator was confined in the transverse direction by circular apertures placed immediately in front of each prism, and with radius $a$.

The laser was modeled by successive passes through a folded–out resonator without any gain, using an array size of $1024 \times 1024$ to describe the oscillating field. The modal build–up was started from a field comprising random noise, and continued until the round trip loss stabilized to within 0.5%. Each prism was assumed to be equivalent to a perfect mirror superimposed on a rotating loss line as described in [1].

3. Generalized modal patterns

In this section we vary both the lens focal lengths $f$, and the aperture radius $a$ in order to investigate the impact of resonator stability and effective Fresnel number on the oscillating modes. Because of the symmetry of the lens–aperture configuration, any chosen stable resonator can be described in terms of just two parameters:

$$G = g_1 = g_2$$

and

$$N_F = \frac{a^2}{\lambda L}.$$

$$\alpha = \frac{i \pi}{m}, \quad (2)$$
Here $G$ is the equivalent G–parameter of the resonator, and $N_F$ is the effective Fresnel number; $\lambda$ denotes the wavelength of the laser light in vacuum and $L$ is the total optical path length inside the resonator.

The first observation is that unstable resonators do not generate repeating petal–like patterns, while stable resonators do. We preempt our discussion to follow later with the following geometrical optics argument: a ray traversing the resonator must return to a loss–free sub–division in order to create the complete petal pattern. The lack of ray repeatability and confinement in an unstable resonator precludes this from happening, and hence only stable resonators exhibit the petal–like modes. We can further eliminate loss as a mechanism to explain this observation in that the loss for both stable and unstable resonators was set arbitrarily in this study and yet did not influence the observation of petals, or the lack thereof. The discussion to follow will therefore concentrate on stable resonators only. Without any loss of generality, all spatial modes to follow are calculated at the face of one of the Porro prisms, and may be propagated to any other plane if so desired.

Consider by way of example three stable resonators chosen so that $G = 0.75$ and with Porro angles ($\alpha$) of 60°, 45° and 30° respectively. When the intracavity aperture is very small ($N_F \sim 1.5$), no mode is able to resonate. At intermediate aperture sizes ($N_F \sim 3.5$) the conventional petal–like modes are observed, with 6, 8 and 12 petals for $\alpha = 60^\circ$, 45° and 30° respectively. At large aperture sizes ($N_F > 6$) the petal–like modes give way to more complex mode patterns. This increase in mode complexity as the aperture size increases suggests that the petal–like modes are in fact the lowest order modes of Porro prism resonators, while previously unreported higher order modes also exist, and can be made to resonate if given sufficiently large transverse freedom. These results are shown in Fig. 3.

Porro prism resonators appear to offer a rich landscape of possible modes, many of which have not been associated with this type of resonator previously. While the previous discussion focused on one particular resonator for three Porro angles, we illustrate in Fig. 4 that the resonator parameter $G$ also influences the oscillating mode, as one might expect.

While the results are illustrated for $\alpha = 45^\circ$, similar results are found at other Porro angles.
4. Mode periodicity

The higher order modes depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 exhibit an interesting feature: they repeat after a fixed number of passes through the resonator. This periodicity is not a function of the Porro angle $\alpha$ but rather of $G$, and is the result of the resonator’s complex eigenvalues. One can understand this periodicity if one considers the similarities to the well-known Herriot cell resonator [7] and by following the path of a ray through the resonator. Such resonators result in a periodicity that is not a double pass through the resonator, as is the case in a standard Fabry–Perot system, but rather is based on a uni-directional analysis, where the number of passes can be made very large for a complete “round trip” – in this case “round trip” refers to the condition that the beam repeats a previous path through the resonator. The number of reflections and the orientation of the beam, and hence the periodicity of the resonator, can be controlled by judicious choice of the resonator parameters. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5 where a standard resonator is operated as a non-planar ring laser [8]. In this case the beam passes through the resonator six times (or reflects off each mirror three times) in a single “round trip”.

Such a configuration leads to a complex output beam pattern based on the possible beam paths through the resonator, which we can refer to as beam loops. Since each beam loop has a
particular output pattern, it is convenient to refer to these patterns as modes of the resonator. Thus the modes and they periodicity are linked by the choice of resonator parameters.

This periodicity can be defined as the number of conventional round trips (double passes) required for any ray to return to an initial position and orientation, and can be found using geometrical ray analysis. If the Porro resonator matrix $M$ is given by:

$$
M = 
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
0 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
-1 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
0 & -1 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
0 & 1 & -1 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
0 & 1 & 0 & \frac{1}{2}L \\
\end{pmatrix},
$$

(5)

then an initial ray, which can be thought of as any element of a mode pattern, can be written as a two–row vector $v_0$ describing both the position and angular deviation of the ray. After $p$ round trips through the resonator, $v_0$ will be transformed into a new vector $v_p$ according to:

$$
v_p = M^p v_0 = \sum_i \lambda_i^p \alpha_i \tilde{v}_i,
$$

(6)

where $\lambda_i$ and $\tilde{v}_i$ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix $M$ respectively and $\alpha_i$ are the coefficients required for the expansion of $v_0$ in terms of the eigenvectors. For repeatability of the mode we require $v_p = v_0$, found from the solution to the simultaneous equations (for each $i$) $\lambda_i^p = 1$.

This approach allows the periodicity of the cycling modes to be determined analytically, and compared to the periodic pattern observed in the spot size data from the numerical model. The results are illustrated graphically in Fig. 6, as well as in Table 1.

![Fig. 6. Plot of spot size for 12 000 round trips (double passes) through a resonator with Porro angle 30° for $G = 0.9$, $N_F = 9.4$, illustrating the periodic nature of the spot size and showing eventual convergence. The sequence of modes through one period is also show.](image)
Table 1. Periodicity comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$G$</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the agreement in periodicity predicted by geometric resonator theory compared to that observed in the numerical model for the beam loop modes. The numerical model also correctly predicts the higher order beam modes to have higher losses than the lower order petal-like mode. Because our numerical model allows the modes to oscillate indefinitely, loss selection ultimately results in the convergence of all starting fields to the petal-like patterns, as shown in Fig. 6 (see also Fig. 3 ‘large aperture mode’ movie). In the presence of gain and hence a limited build-up time, such a convergence would not necessarily take place.

It is pertinent at this point to discuss the possibility of the experimental observation of these complex beam patterns. Their losses are such that in a mode competing environment they are distinct from the petal-like patterns for a time period in the order of 1–2 μs, which is comparable to the mode build-up time of a typical actively Q-switched Porro prism laser (see Fig. 1). Thus while we cannot prove analytically that these complex beams are transverse modes of the resonator, their lifetime is such that it is very likely they are transverse modes, and there should be the possibility of observing them experimentally. There are however some limitations and technical challenges to such an experiment. It is likely that in a conventional linear standing wave resonator some combination of these modes might appear, and with a time averaged measurement a multi-mode pattern would be observed. We believe that we have already observed this.

Figures 7 (a) – (b) shows the comparison of a previously calculated petal pattern together with experimental verification [6]. A time averaged output in the time period of the complex modes is shown in Fig. 7(c). Two observations can be made: firstly, the resulting pattern is again similar to a petal-like pattern, despite no petal-like mode component in the sequence, and secondly, the pattern shows an elongation of the energy distribution, and a departure from the compact petals seen in Fig. 7(a). The latter is more consistent with the experimentally observed pattern, which was measured on a stable resonator with large apertures. This suggests (but does not prove) that the complex modes we predict do indeed exist, and are
stable enough with low enough losses to be resonant in the cavity. In this sense they are likely to be viewed as higher order modes of the resonator.

So how to measure these modes? It is possible that the approach of others in selecting multi–pass modes might be employed, together with knowledge of our particular field distributions, as predicted in this work. It has been shown that either preferentially increasing the gain [8] or the loss [9] for a particular path can force oscillation of a particular multi–pass beam mode. The challenge is to adapt such approaches to mode selection in Porro prism resonators.

5. Kaleidoscope modes

The complex higher order modes revealed in the previous section (see movie link in Fig. 4 for more examples) show distinct similarities to so–called kaleidoscope modes [10,11]. The similarities are visual, which we acknowledge to be subjective given that such modes have not been put on a firm mathematical basis, but more important similarities exist in the generating mechanisms.

In [10] these field distributions were proposed as a result of the coherent superposition of \( n \) cosine gratings, each rotated with angular increments of \( \psi = \pi n \). The similarity between this and a rotating loss on the field at angles \( \alpha = \pi n \) (Eq. (1) with \( i = 1 \)) in Porro prism resonators probably accounts for the likeness in output modes. In [11] kaleidoscope modes were generated using crossed apertures to sub–divide the input field to an axicon. This type of obstruction pattern is identical to the final loss field observed in Porro prism resonators (see Fig. 8 of [6]). While such fields were previously created external to the laser cavity, we have shown that the fundamental property of field sub–division in Porro prisms can produce similar fields directly from the laser cavity.

The generating mechanisms in both [10] and [11] have strong points of commonality with how intracavity Porro prisms are treated. However for completeness we must point out that the studies in question dealt with diffraction free beams created by plane waves traveling on cones, with no obvious link to our resonator. Despite this the output modes bear very strong likeness in form, and perhaps also in properties.

The ubiquitous nature of Porro prism resonators makes a study of such modes necessary in its own right, but there also exists the possibility of using such complex modes to excite complex photonic crystal structures, and so further study is required.

6. Conclusion

We have applied a previously developed mathematical model of intracavity Porro prisms to stable and unstable Porro prism resonators with large intracavity apertures. We have shown that higher order modes exist only if \( N_P \) is sufficiently large, and that these higher order modes closely resemble recently reported kaleidoscope modes due to the fundamental property of field sub–division in Porro prism resonators. The appearance of first the petal mode and then increasingly complex kaleidoscope modes with increasing aperture size leads to the conclusion that the petal–like modes are the lowest order modes of Porro prism resonators, while higher order modes exist in the form of kaleidoscope–like fields. We also predict that the standard petal mode is only observable from stable Porro prism resonators, and indicate how the stability criteria (\( G \) parameter) impacts on the cyclical nature of the higher order modes. We believe it is possible to observe these modes experimentally, but acknowledge that there are some technical challenges to overcome before doing so.
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